Effects of the antiparkinson drug budipine on EEG activity in unrestrained rats.
Rats were stereotactically implanted with electrodes into four brain areas (frontal cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and reticular formation) to allow registration of intracerebral field potentials. Connection of the electrodes to a microplug fixed to the skull of the animals allowed wireless transmission of the signals using a four-channel telemetric device. The potentials were subjected to a frequency analysis in real time, the power spectra obtained were segmented according to previous experience. Even in the low-dose range, budipine affected the power within these frequency bands: at 2 mg/kg i.p. in the hippocampus, at 4 mg/kg in the frontal cortex also. Power increases, observed mainly in the alpha-1 and beta-2 bands, became decreases in several bands when the dosage was raised to 8 mg/kg. Further power decreases, especially in the alpha-1 and beta-1 range, were observed after 12 mg/kg of budipine. It is notable that the reticular formation was affected only at the high dosage. The muscarinic anticholinergics biperiden and scopolamine provoked a pattern of electric brain activity changes which were to some extent similar to those obtained with the low dose of budipine, in terms of power increases the delta, alpha-1 and beta-2 frequencies in the hippocampus and frontal cortex. In the striatum and reticular formation, however, they were essentially different. Here the anticholinergics differed not only from budipine, but also from each other: biperiden caused decreases in theta and alpha-2 power comparable to the action of 2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-1-phenyl-1H-3-benzazepine-7,8-diol, a dopamine D1-agonist. Scopolamine, in contrast, displayed the familiar pattern of delta and alpha-1 increases in the striatum.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)